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Researches on trending topics detection, especially on Twitter, have increased and various methods for
detecting trending topics have been developed. Most of these researches have been focused on tweets
written in English. Previous researches on trending topics detection on Indonesian tweets are still rela-
tively few. In this paper, we compare two methods, namely document pivot and BN-grams, for detecting
trending topics on Indonesian tweets. In our experiments, we examine the effects of varying the number
of topics, n-grams, stemming, and aggregation on the quality of the resulting trending topics. We mea-
sure the accuracy of trending topics detection by comparing both algorithms with trending topics found
in local news and Twitter trending topics. The results of our experiments show that using ten topics pro-
duces the highest topic recall; that using trigrams in BN-grams results in the highest value topic recall;
and that using aggregation reduces the quality of trending topics produced. Overall, BN-grams has a
higher value of topic recall than that of document pivot.
� 2018 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Trending topic, which is also called emerging trend or emerging
topic (Becker, 2011), is a research area that is growing in interest
and utility over time (Kontostathis et al., 2004). Trending topics
can be categorized into three types (Cvijikj and Michahelles,
2011): disruptive events, popular topics, and daily routines. Dis-
ruptive events are events or phenomena that draw global atten-
tion, such as earthquakes and tsunami. Popular topics might be
related to some past events, celebrities, products, or brands that
remain popular over a long period of time, such as Coca Cola and
Michael Jackson. Daily routines are trending topics related to some
common phrases, such as ‘‘good night” or birthday wishes. In this
paper, we want to generate trending topics based on disruptive
political events in Indonesia.

Based on textual content of the news, there are three main
approaches for detecting trending topics, namely trending topics
detections based on document pivot, feature pivot, and probabilis-
tic topic model (Aiello et al., 2013; Petkos et al., 2014a,b). Trending
topics detection based on document pivot is performed by cluster-
ing documents based on similarities among the documents (Aiello
et al., 2013; Andoni et al., 2014; Charikar, 2002; Indyk and
Motwani, 1998; Petrovic et al., 2010; Ravichandran et al., 2005).
Feature pivot is based on documents clustering using some fea-
tures from the documents, such as terms and n-grams (Aiello
et al., 2013; Benhardus and Kalita, 2013; Martin and Göker,
2014; Petkos et al., 2014a). Probabilistic topic model, on the other
hand, is based on the probability of some features, such as terms or
n-grams, in the documents (AlSumait et al., 2008; Blei et al., 2003;
Ge et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2012).

According to its objective, trending topics detection in Indone-
sia can be divided into two categories. The first objective is to gen-
erate topics from events, political movements, urbanization, etc.
(Mazumder et al., 2013; Oktafiani et al., 2012; Purwitasari et al.,
2015; Sitorus et al., 2017). The method discussed in Oktafiani
et al. (2012) used a combination of NLP, graph concept, and net-
work analysis methods to generate topics for a flooding event
and the gubernatorial election event in Jakarta. Radical political
movements in several provinces of Indonesia were detected based
on radical sentiments expressed in tweets with data validation
from the Wahid Institute (Mazumder et al., 2013). Trending topics
detection for urban monitoring in several areas, such as Jakarta,
Bogor, Tangerang, and Bekasi, was carried out in (Sitorus et al.,
2017). Furthermore, Purwitasari et al. (2015) aimed to make a
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summary of various issues showing up on Twitter by classifying
them into clusters using K-Medoids method. The results of the
clustering were then used as abstracts of news articles published
in Kompas.

The second objective is to describe a trending topic in detail
(Hariardi et al., 2016; Winatmoko and Khodra, 2013). The trending
topics show up on Twitter with hashtags and keywords; and this
only makes them more difficult to understand. Hence, researches
were conducted to make a summary of a group of hashtags to gen-
erate more detailed information on Twitter using the combination
of TF-IDF and phrase reinforcement (Hariardi et al., 2016). Subse-
quently, Winatmoko and Khodra (2013) aimed to provide a more
comprehensive description of a trending topic generated based
on three main stages, namely topic categorization (using cosine
similarity), sentence extraction (using sum-basic and hybrid TF-
IDF), and sentence clustering (using TF-IDF and distance-based
method). In this research, we want to apply BN-grams and docu-
ment pivot for trending topics detection for general use, even
though our case studies are limited only to detection of trending
topics in the political field.

According to their sources, trending topic accounts are classi-
fied into real accounts and campaign accounts (Mafrur et al.,
2014a,b). Real accounts are used for communicating or tweeting
but not for spamming, promoting or campaigning. Campaign
accounts, on the other hand, are used for political campaign pur-
pose. Real or campaign accounts can be identified based on some
features, such as creation date, tweet contents, periods of tweeting,
followers, and friends. For example, tweets from campaign
accounts usually contain the same meaning for a specific purpose.
Campaign accounts in Indonesia usually generate tweets with dif-
ferent sentences but with the same meaning and are not based on
political shows in television. This is in contrast to Pedersen et al.
(2015), who showed that Twitter has been widely used to see pub-
lic responses to political debates shown on television.

In this paper, we compare two methods to detect trending
topics of tweets in Indonesian language. The compared methods
are document pivot method and BN-grams, which is a feature pivot
method. In previous studies (Aiello et al., 2013; Kaleel and Abhari,
2015; Petrovic et al., 2010), both methods have been compared to
detect trending topics in English tweets. Document pivot with
Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) clustering was used to detect
trending topics in (Kaleel and Abhari, 2015; Petrovic et al., 2010),
while BN-grams was used to detect trending topics in (Aiello
et al., 2013; Martin and Göker, 2014; Tembhurnikar and Patil,
2015). As reported by Aiello et al. (2013), BN-grams achieves
higher accuracy in detecting trending topics than document pivot.

Detection of the trending topics in Indonesian tweets requires
different stemming and stop words during the preprocessing stage.
While Aiello et al. (2013) uses Porter stemming and English stop
words, in this study, we use Adriani et al.’s (2007) stemming and
Tala’s Indonesian stop words (Tala, 2003). The impact of the use
of different stemming and stop words will be investigated in this
paper.

The contributions of this paper are:

1. A comparison of BN-grams and document pivot with LSH clus-
tering applied on tweets in Indonesian.

2. An analysis on the effect of the use of n-grams variations in BN-
grams on the quality of trending topics of tweets in Indonesian.
The n-gram types used in this study are unigram up to six-
grams.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the related work and Section 3 provides description of basic con-
cepts of trending topics detection. In Section 4, we present the
experimental result, followed by discussion and analysis in Sec-
tion 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

Trending topics detection based on textual content is a deriva-
tive of topics detection based on text for a set of data in a corpus
(Petkos et al., 2014a,b). Text-based topics detection uses three
approaches: based on document pivot, feature pivot, and proba-
bilistic topic model (Aiello et al., 2013; Panagiotou et al., 2016b).

Document pivot based approach is a trending topics detection
technique that uses document clustering based on similarities
among the documents (Aiello et al., 2013; Panagiotou et al.,
2016b). This technique was developed based on the research into
First Story Detection (FSD) using Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH)
method (Allan et al., 1998). LSH is used to differentiate between
events and non-events, and generates clusters of high precision.
However, the recall value this technique produces is low (i.e., the
size of the resulting cluster is too small). This low recall value is
improved by Petrovic et al. (2010) by modifying the former LSH
method into new LSH. The new LSH accelerates the process of clus-
terization among documents using Nearest Neighbour. Aiello et al.
(2013) developed Doc-p, which includes new LSH and incorporates
the stages of clusters ranking to detect trending topics in English
tweets.

Feature pivot-based approach performs clustering on docu-
ments based on feature selection (Aiello et al., 2013). Feature selec-
tion on documents uses two approaches, based on determination
of threshold values and probabilistic model. One of the features
based on threshold values approach is TF-IDF (Benhardus and
Kalita, 2013; Cvijikj and Michahelles, 2011; Phuvipadawat and
Murata, 2010). Meanwhile, one of the features based on probabilis-
tic topic model is document burst (Aiello et al., 2013; Fung et al.,
2005; Kleinberg, 2002; Mathioudakis and Koudas, 2010).

Burst is a document with higher frequency of appearance than
other documents and the frequency exceeds a particular threshold
(Panagiotou et al., 2016a). Bursts in a group of documents that
appear consecutively can be modeled by infinite state automata
(Kleinberg, 2002). Features in the form of detected bursts are clus-
tered with other burst features to detect the same event (Fung
et al., 2005). On the formed clusters, trend analysis detection is
performed to identify every event that becomes a trend of each
cluster (Mathioudakis and Koudas, 2010).

The study of Mathioudakis and Koudas (2010) is further devel-
oped by Aiello et al. (2013), where the formed event clusters are
developed into trending topics on Twitter, where features are clus-
tered into n-grams; hence BN-grams. In (Martin et al., 2013), BN-
grams is developed by adding a new formula into topic ranking:
while in (Aiello et al., 2013), topic ranking is based on document
frequency-inverse document frequency (DF-IDF), in (Martin et al.,
2013), it is based on the computation of the total terms in every
topic and the total tweets related to the topic (weighted based
on the topic length). Experimental result with the new formula
indicates that the produced topic recall is higher than that of rank-
ing by DF-IDF. Unlike in (Martin et al., 2013), BN-grams in (Martin
and Göker, 2014) is developed by adding topic labeling and diver-
sity measurement to remove tweets that are not related to a partic-
ular topic in the cluster; this has not been considered in (Aiello
et al., 2013).

A study on trending topics detection methods were performed
by Aiello et al. (2013), in which BN-grams was compared with
LDA, Doc-p, graph-based feature pivot (GFeat-p), frequent pattern
mining (FPM), and soft frequent pattern mining (SFPM). Their
result shows that BN-grams achieves the highest accuracy in terms
of topic recall, keyword precision, and keyword recall.
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BN-grams and Doc-P in Aiello et al. (2013) were used to detect
trending topics in English tweets. This research proposes to use
BN-grams and Doc-P to detect trending topics in Indonesian
tweets. For English tweets, BN-grams produces higher topic recall
than does Doc-P. To determine whether or not BN-grams applied
to identify trending topics in Indonesian tweets remains higher
than Doc-P constitutes the challenge of this research.
3. Trending topics detection

This section describes the basic concepts of document pivot and
BN-grams.
3.1. Document pivot

Document pivot method consists of four steps (Aiello et al.,
2013; Kaleel and Abhari, 2015; Petrovic et al., 2010): clustering
of tweets using LSH, elimination of clusters whose members are
under a threshold, calculation of each cluster’s score, and topic
ranking. Before these four steps begin, tweets that have been
grouped into several time intervals using time aggregation are pre-
processed using tokenization and stemming.

Step 1. Clustering of tweets using LSH

Clustering tweets using LSH has five steps (Kaleel and Abhari,
2015), as shown in Fig. 1. First, a dictionary, which consists of a
unique glossary of collected tweets, is created. Every entry in the
dictionary has an index term, which is a single word in a sentence
(El-Fishawy et al., 2013). Second, based on the index term in the
dictionary, every collected tweet is converted into a bit array signa-
ture and is included into a collection of hash tables S (Martin et al.,
2015). The LSH method uses k bits and L hash tables and two doc-
uments are considered collided if and only if those two documents
Fig. 1. Clustering tweets with LS
have the same bit array signature (Kaleel and Abhari, 2015). A doc-
ument is several tweets posted in a certain constant length of time
(Benhardus and Kalita, 2013). In this research, the bit array signa-
ture is 17 bits long. Third, collided tweets, namely those having the
same bit array signature as other tweets, are included into the
same bucket in the hash tables collection S. Fourth, a cosine simi-
larity is calculated on the tweets in S. In the fifth step, if the cosine
similarity score exceeds a certain threshold, the tweets will be
included in the same cluster; if the cosine similarity is below the
threshold, a new cluster will be formed.

Step 2. Elimination of clusters whose members are under the
threshold

The threshold used in this research is 2; hence the resulting
clusters whose members are less than 2 will be eliminated.

Step 3. Calculation of each cluster’s score

The score of a cluster is defined by Eq. (1):

Scorec ¼
XjDocsc j
i¼1

Xjwordsi j

j¼1

expð�pðwijÞÞ ð1Þ

where pðwijÞ is the probability of the frequency of occurrences of
term j in document i in the cluster given the used corpus (see Eq.
(2)) and it is given by (Aiello et al., 2013; O’Connor et al., 2010):

pðwjcorpusÞ ¼ Nw þ d

ðPn
uNuÞ þ dn

ð2Þ

where Nw is the total occurrences of term w in the corpus, Nu is the
total occurrences of term u, and d is the constant smoothing. In this
research, d is set to 0.5 (Aiello et al., 2013). A corpus is simultane-
ously a collection of words and a collection of document
(Rzeszutek et al., 2010).
H (Kaleel and Abhari, 2015).
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Step 4. Topic ranking

A trending topic is represented in the form of a set of keywords
in each cluster. The clusters are ordered based on the score of each
cluster and the cluster with the highest score will become a trend-
ing topic.
3.2. BN-grams

BN-grams method consists of three steps, as shown in Fig. 2,
namely calculation of DF-IDFt, n-grams clustering, and topic rank-
ing. Before tweets are processed in the first step, tweets collected
in the current and previous time slots based on aggregation prox-
imity of time undergo tokenization preprocessing, stemming and
aggregation. In this research, two kinds of aggregation are used,
time and topic aggregations. Time aggregation is performed to col-
lect tweets based on the proximity of time in each time slot. After
collecting tweets inside of the time slot, topic aggregation will be
carried out in each time slot to combine tweets based on their sim-
ilarity using LSH method (Petrovic et al., 2010).

Step 1. Calculation of DF-IDFt

For each extracted n-gram from the collection of tweets, its DF-
IDFt is computed. An n-gram is generalized words consisting of n
consecutive grams (symbols, letters or even words), as they are
used in a text (Egghe, 2005). DF-IDFt is based on the frequency of
n-grams occurrences in some tweets at a certain time slot com-
pared to the frequency of n-grams occurrences in some previous
time slots. DF-IDFt is defined by Eq. (3):

DF� IDFt ¼ dfi þ 1

log
Pt

j¼i
dfi�j

t þ 1
� �

þ 1
:boost ð3Þ

where dfi is the frequency of n-grams occurrences in some tweets at
time slot i, dfi-j is the frequency of n-grams occurrences in some
tweets in the previous i-j time slots, and t is the number of all time
slots. The boost score is the score of certain terms that can be clas-
sified as a person, location or organization in each sentence in the
tweet. If the term is in the categories of person, location or organi-
zation, it has boost score 1.5, otherwise 1 (Aiello et al., 2013).

Step 2. N-grams clustering

Merging some n-grams to become clusters gives more factual,
complete and reliable information about the trending topic. The
merging of the n-grams is carried out using hierarchical clustering
Fig. 2. Clustering tweets in BN-
of group average. N-grams are classified into clusters based on
their distance, which is defined by Eq. (4):

dðg1; g2Þ ¼ 1� A
minfB;Cg ð4Þ

where dðg1; g2Þ is the distance between n-grams g1 and g2, A is the
number of tweets that contains n-grams g1 or g2, and B and C are
the number of tweets that contain n-grams g1 and n-grams g2,
respectively.

Step 3. Topic ranking

Every cluster represents a topic or an event that happens in
social media. An event is something that happens at specific time
and place along with all necessary conditions and unavoidable con-
sequences (Kaleel and Abhari, 2015). A topic is a seminal event or
activity, along with all directly related events and activities
(Kaleel and Abhari, 2015). The clusters are ordered based on their
scores of DF-IDFt. The cluster that contains n-grams with the high-
est score of DF-IDFt represents the topic that is most widely dis-
cussed. This cluster is the representation of the trending topic.

4. Experimental evaluation

4.1. Datasets

This study uses six datasets, namely P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6,
each consisting of 6,630, 21,306, 74,790, 5327, 807, and 2527
tweets, respectively. P1, P2, and P3 are collected in June 23,
November 14, and November 28 until December 1, 2016, respec-
tively. P4, P5, and P6 are crawled in December 13, 14, and 16,
2017, respectively. Of the tweets collected, some were omitted as
they did not contain any text (null) and were not written in
Indonesian. The datasets are constructed based on keywords from
political figures, executive agencies, legislative assembly, judicial
bodies, political event hashtags, names of the governor or vice gov-
ernor candidates, and names of political parties. Moreover, in the
absence of keywords relevant to political events emerging during
the period of dataset collection, new keywords were added. The
detection of trending topics in the present research did not refer
to a particular event. Conversely, it is expected that the detection
of trending-topics in this research can generate events that have
not gained coverage in the leading news media. The ground truth
consists of ten topics, built based on the trending topics in local
news. The trending topics in local news is the most read news by
news readers as called the most popular news. Ground truth con-
tains a set of keywords based on the most popular news taken the
next day after the trending topic is detected.
grams (Aiello et al., 2013).



Table 2
Proportion of total tweets from media and individual accounts.

Dataset Media Individual % Media

P1 23 77 11.5%
P2 15 185 7.5%
P3 12 188 6.0%

Table 3
Examples of the ground truth.

Dataset Time
Period

Title (Headline) News Keywords

P1 Jun. 23,
2016
(09:25–
10:25)

Kata richard eks teman
ahok soal fotonya dengan
seragam pdip dan ormas
prospera (Richard (former
friend Ahok) said about
his picture with pdip
uniform and prospera
organizations)

richard; sukarno; soal;
fotonya; seragam; pdip;
ormas; prospera. (Richard;
Sukarno; picture; uniform;
pdip; organizations;
prospera)

P2 Nov. 14,
2016
(10:30–
13:30)

Setya Novanto Layangkan
Teguran Tertulis untuk
Aburizal Bakrie (Setya
Novanto give letter
reprimand for Aburizal
Bakrie)

evaluasi; pendukung;
ahok; goyah; golkar;
fadel; muhammad.
(evaluation; supporter;
ahok; faltering; Golkar;
fadel; muhammad)

P3 Nov. 28
– Dec. 1,
2016

Terbukti Korupsi 12 Juta
Dollar AS, Brigjen Teddy
Divonis Seumur Hidup
(Proven Corruption 12
Million US Dollar,
Brigadier General Teddy
sentenced for life)

brigjen; teddy; korupsi
jutaan; dollar; vonis;
seumur; hidup. (brigjen;
teddy; corrupt; million;
dollar; sentenced for life)
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4.2. Preliminary dataset analysis

Preliminary dataset analysis is carried out to examine the suit-
ability of a dataset for trending topics detection. Three tests are
performed, i.e., determining the percentage of relevant tweets,
determining proportions of media and non-media tweets, and cal-
culating entropy distribution in each dataset.

The percentage of relevant tweets is determined by manual
labeling or training. Labeling is performed by randomly selecting
a sample of 250 tweets from each dataset. The selected tweets
are identified for their relevance or irrelevance with political
events in Indonesia in the period of the dataset and were per-
formed by experts. Table 1 shows the percentage of the relevance
of tweets collected randomly from the three datasets. The percent-
age of relevant tweets in P1, P2, and P3 is 83.6%, 80%, and 88%,
respectively.

The proportion of tweets from media and individual accounts is
determined by manual labeling. Labeling is performed by ran-
domly selecting 200 tweet accounts in each dataset. The selection
was performed by experts. The experts compared the accounts
with media’s emails and names listed in the national press data
in 2016. The percentage of tweets from media and individual
accounts is shown in Table 2, which shows that the percentage
of tweets from media account in P1, P2, and P3 is 11.5%, 7.5%,
and 6%, respectively.

Entropy distribution is used to measure the diversity of terms in
a dataset. Entropy with a high value means uncertainty and terms
very widely in the corpus. This expands the possibility of forming
topics and influences the difficulty of detecting trending topics.
Entropy is defined by Eq. (5):

Entropy ¼ �
X
i

ni

N
log

ni

N

� �
ð5Þ

where ni is the number of appearances of term i in a dataset and N is
the total number of terms in the dataset. In this study, the entropy
value of P1, P2, and P3 is 38.89, 53.87 and 104.29, respectively,
which means that trending topics detection for P1 will be easier
than for P2 and P3.
4.3. Evaluation method

The performance of BN-grams and Doc-p methods was evalu-
ated by comparing the number of topics produced by the method
with the ground truth created by experts. In this study, we employ
two experts, namely a lecturer with a Ph.D. in political sciences,
and an Indonesian news agency worker who has contributed to
the three most popular news websites in Indonesia (Kompas.com,
Tempo, and Detik.com). The keywords used as ground truth are
keywords describing the essence of news in the media and selected
by using three criteria: related to a trending topic, around the per-
iod of the emergence of the trending topic, coming from official
media and becomes popular news afterward. Several examples of
the keywords in the ground truth shown in Table 3.

All evaluations in this paper use three metrics: topic recall (TR),
keyword precision (KP), and keyword recall (KR). Topic recall (TR)
is the ratio of trending topics to the topics in the ground truth (Eq.
(6)). Keyword precision (KP) is the ratio of trending topics key-
Table 1
Percentage of relevance of tweets in the three datasets.

Dataset Relevant Not Relevant % Relevant

P1 209 41 83.6%
P2 200 50 80.0%
P3 220 30 88.0%
words that are consistent with ground truth keywords to all key-
words in the trending topics (Eq. (7)). Keyword recall (KR) is the
ratio of trending topics keywords that are consistent with ground
truth keywords to all keywords in the ground truth (Eq. (8)). For-
mally, they are defined as:

TR ¼ jGT \ BTj
jGTj ; ð6Þ

KP ¼ jKGT \ KBTj
jKBTj ; ð7Þ

and

KR ¼ jKGT \ KBTj
jKGTj ð8Þ

where GT is the set of topics in the ground truth, BT is the set of
trending topics, KGT is the set of keywords in the ground truth,
and KBT is the set of trending topics keywords.

4.4. Evaluation result

4.4.1. The effect of the number of topics
The first performance of BN-grams and Doc-p methods is eval-

uated with the ground truth on the same time slots. The number of
topics that we measure in our experiment is up to 10 topics. The
ground truth consists of 10 topics in each time slot. The perfor-
mance of the methods is measured by comparing the accuracy
score in each number of topics. In this experiment, we want to ana-
lyze whether increasing the number of topics produced by the
methods also increases the overall accuracy.

Fig. 3 depicts topic recall values produced by BN-grams and
Doc-p for different number of topics. BN-grams method produces
trending topics with higher accuracy than Doc-p, indicated by
the topic recall (TR) value of BN-grams is higher than that of
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Doc-p for the three datasets. Keyword precision and recall stay
constant when the number of topics varies (not shown for
conciseness).

Topic recall values increase as the number of topics increases.
P1 produces more certain trending topics than P2 and P3. This is
because P1 has fewer tweets and also has relatively shorter draw-
ing period than P2 and P3. Thus, P1 has less difficulty and higher
accuracy than P2 and P3. This is in line with the result of entropy
reported in Section 4.2, where P1 had the smallest entropy values
compared to P2 and P3. Experiments also indicate that BN-grams
produces more topics that are consistent with real life news than
Doc-p. This is because the principle of clustering based on fre-
quency in BN-grams increases the accuracy of trending topics
detection compared to Doc-p, which is based on threshold and
similarity.

4.4.2. The effect of n-grams variations in BN-grams
Fig. 4 depicts the accuracy of trending topics detection by vary-

ing the n-grams used. The n-grams used are unigram to sixgrams.
Trigrams produces higher accuracy than other n-grams. In P1 and
P2 trigrams has the highest topic recall compared to unigram
and bigrams; in P3 however trigrams produces lower topic recall
than bigrams. This is because the number of tweets is smaller
and the period of tweet collection is also shorter for P1 and P2
compared with those of P3.
Fig. 4. The effect of n-grams
Topics containing more factual keywords describing events in
real life come from bigrams. Bigrams has higher keyword precision
and keyword recall values than other n-grams. The use of bigrams
in P1 and P3 also produces higher keyword precision and keyword
values than other n-grams. Therefore, the use of trigrams results in
trending topics which better describe events in real life. However,
to obtain trending topics with more factual keywords and contain-
ing topics consistent with local news, bigrams and trigrams are
recommended.

Fig. 4 shows the detail accuracy of trending topics detection
using unigram up to sixgrams. In the three graphs, the use of tri-
grams up to sixgrams produces the same accuracy for P1 (with
the values of topic recall, keyword precision, and keyword recall
0.556, 0.921, and 0.824, respectively) and P3 (with the values of
topic recall, keyword precision, and keyword recall 0.5, 0.692,
and 0.353, respectively), and relatively close in P2 (with the values
of topic recall, keyword precision, and keyword recall around 0.3,
0.6, and 0.9, respectively). We can conclude that the use of trigrams
produces nearly the same accuracy level as fourgrams, fivegrams,
and sixgrams. This is because trigrams contain three terms, which
in Indonesian grammar represents subject, predicate, and object
pattern. The use of trigrams therefore produces sentence structure
that is easier to understand in Indonesian compared to those pro-
duced by unigram or bigrams. The topics generated by trigrams are
also highly similar with news in local media.
variation on accuracy.
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4.4.3. The effect of stemming
In this third experiment, we determine the effect of stemming

on the accuracy of trending topics detection. Overall, the use of
stemming in P1 worsens the accuracy of trending topics detection.
The number of topics used in this experiment is 5. In BN-grams and
Doc-p, topic recalls produced with stemming and non-stemming
are 20%, 40% and 0%, 63.6%, respectively. Experiments indicate that
the quality of trending topics from P1 using stemming in BN-grams
is worsened by 20% compared to those produced without stem-
ming. In Doc-p, the use of stemming also worsens the quality of
the trending topics produced. This is evident in the topic recall of
Doc-p with stemming, which is 0%; meaning the produced trend-
ing topics are not relevant at all to topics in local media. This is
because several prefix or suffix of Indonesian words, which should
not be removed, is removed during stemming. Another reason is
that Adriani et al.’s (2007) stemming is still unable to detect new
vocabularies today and therefore produces inaccurate stemming;
for instance the term ‘‘jokowi” becomes ‘‘jokow”.
4.4.4. The effect of aggregation variation on preprocessing
Detection of topics generated from Twitter has the problem of

poor quality information because tweets usually contain short sen-
tences, slang words and abbreviations. To solve it, we aggregate
tweets into datasets to create documents that contain a lot more
information and thus produce better topic result. Tweet aggrega-
tion produces four datasets. First, by combining every 2000 tweets
contiguously in time (Time Aggregation 2000). Second, by collect-
ing every 4000 tweets contiguously in time (Time Aggregation
4000). Third, by combining tweets based on their similarity using
LSH method (Topic Aggregation) in each time slots. Fourth, by con-
catenating tweets at specific time slots regardless of the similarity
and proximity of time (No Aggregation). On each dataset trending
topics detection with BN-grams and Doc-p methods is applied.

Overall, the use of aggregation in P2 reduces the accuracy of
trending topics detection. The aggregation types that are compared
are topic aggregation, time aggregation with 2000 tweets, time
aggregation with 4000 tweets and no aggregation. The result is
shown in Fig. 5. The use of no aggregation with 10 topics produces
the highest accuracy of trending topics, namely with topic recall
value of 38.1 % in BN-grams. The use of topic aggregation and no
aggregation (as opposed to time aggregation) increases the accuracy
of BN-grams compared to Doc-p. This is because topics produced
with topic aggregation and no aggregation contain a set of tweets
with higher similarity than those produced with time aggregation,
so the topics produced are more specific, focused and not mixed up.
Fig. 5. The effect of aggregatio
The use of time aggregation 2000 and 4000 only increases the
accuracy of Doc-p. In P2, topic recall of Doc-p using time aggrega-
tion 2000 and 4000 has a similar accuracy of 33.3 %. Conversely,
time aggregation reduces the accuracy of BN-grams. This is
because time aggregation contains more multiple tweets with
more complex term distribution. Therefore, the topics produced
by time aggregation contain a mixture of several topics, and fewer
produced topics are consistent with local news.

4.4.5. Comparison of the proposed trending topics and Twitter’s
trending topics

To compare our proposed method for trending topics detection
with Twitter’s trending, we perform the following three steps.
First, in a particular day we generate trending topics using BN-
grams or Doc-p methods. Second, in the following days we create
a ground truth that contains a set of keywords based on Twitter’s
trending topics. Third, we measure the accuracy based on topic
recall from the results of both trending topics. In P4, evaluation
with 10 trending topics only produces two similar trending topics
for our method and Twitter’s trending topics, so topic recall is 0.2;
while in P5 and P6 the topic recall is 0 and 0.1 respectively.

Fig. 6 depicts the topic recall values for various numbers of
topics produced by BN-grams and Doc-P with Twitter’s trending
topics. Doc-p produces trending topics with higher accuracy than
BN-grams, indicated by the topic recall value of Doc-p is higher
than that of BN-grams for the three datasets.

Topic recall values stay constant when the number of topics
increases. P4 produces more certain trending topics than P5 and
P6. This is because P4 is larger than P5 and P6. Experiments also
indicate that Doc-p produces more topics that are consistent with
Twitter’s trending topics than BN-grams. This is because the prin-
ciple of clustering based on similarity and threshold in Doc-p
increases the accuracy of trending topics detection compared to
BN-grams, which is based on the number of frequency.

5. Discussion and analysis

Evaluation of each experimental result generates several find-
ings. An increase in the topic recall value is consistent with the
increase in the number of topics tested. This happens as the higher
the number of topics generated is, the higher the probability of
similarity between the trending topics in this paper and those of
the popular news media. In Aiello et al. (2013), an increase in the
number of trending topics, which is directly proportional to the
increase in the topic recall value, was found only in Doc-P.
n variation on total recall.



Fig. 6. Comparison of the proposed trending topics and Twitter’s trending topics.
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In general, the use of trigrams in BN-grams generates the high-
est topic recall in two of the three datasets. This is because trend-
ing topics using trigrams accommodates the pattern of subject,
predicate, and object (SPO). These three components form the basic
formation of an Indonesian sentence. Therefore, the trending topics
generated by trigrams have a higher level of similarity to the
popular news in the local media. The research by Aiello et al.
(2013) had not tested trending topics using variation in the n-
grams, which differentiates the present testing from the research
of Aiello et al. (2013).

The stemming in BN-grams and Doc-P negatively affects the
resulting trending-topics. This strengthens the research by Aiello
et al. (2013). The reason is that the use of stemming results in
the omission of prefixes and suffixes from any Indonesian terms,
making Indonesian trending topics have a shallow level of similar-
ity to local news.

Variation in the type of aggregation has a different effect on
each method under study. The implementation of no aggregation
in BN-grams generates the highest topic recall value among all
types of aggregations. This corroborates results of aggregation test-
ing in Aiello et al. (2013). Furthermore, the application of time
aggregation in Doc-P generates the highest topic recall value
among all types of aggregations, while topic aggregation in Aiello
et al. (2013) produced the highest topic recall in Doc-P. This differ-
ence exists as time aggregation contains a set of similar tweets
posted relatively close to one another.

The result of the comparison of our proposed trending topics
and Twitter’s is contradictory to the comparison of our proposed
trending topics with local news trending topics. The comparison
with Twitter’s Doc-p produces a higher accuracy. But, with local
news trending topics, BN-grams has a higher accuracy than Doc-
p. This is because clustering based on similarity and threshold is
more applicable in Twitters, while clustering based the frequency
is more suitable in local news.

The experiments also indicate that trending topics generated by
our method and trending topics in local news complement each
other. The trending topics of our method form a material for the
trending topics in local news, beside the tweets collected based
on the trending topics in local news. There are two relationships:
the trending topics in local news can be reported in trending topics
of our method and vice versa.

The critical finding in our experiments is the contrary
between trending topics of our method and the trending topics
in local news, which is evident in the local election of governor
and vice governor of Jakarta in 2017. The trending topics gener-
ated by our method is a direct opinion of the society without
any manipulation. Therefore, the trending topics produces by
our method can be an early warning system for political events
in Indonesia.
6. Conclusion

Generally, trending topics detection in Indonesian tweets is
influenced by preprocessing and the total number of collected
tweets. Experiments show that trending topics detection in
Indonesian tweets is more accurate when using BN-grams than
Doc-p. BN-grams produces higher accuracy in detecting trending
topics than Doc-p in all three datasets. However, for keyword pre-
cision, Doc-p is better than BN-grams.

The use of preprocessing, especially stemming and aggregation,
also influences the quality of the produced trending topics. The use
of stemming in preprocessing worsens the accuracy, while aggre-
gation also reduces the quality of produced trending topics.

The use of n-grams variations influences the quality of trending
topics produced by BN-grams. Experiments using unigram result in
the worst quality of the produced trending topics, while the use of
trigram results in the highest quality. It is concluded that trending
topics detection in Indonesian tweets especially by BN-grams
should use trigrams to produce trending topics with high accuracy
and nearly the same accuracy as four-grams, five-grams, and six-
grams.

The pattern in Indonesian writing is similar to the language pat-
tern in the Indonesian subgroups: Melayu (Malaysia), Malagasy
(Madagascar), Formosa and Philippines (Darmini, 2012). Therefore,
Indonesian trending topics research has an excellent opportunity
to be applied to trending topics in Indonesian language subgroup.
Also, experimental results show that topics generated by BN-grams
and Doc-P from Indonesian tweets do not have subject, predicate,
object and adverb (SPOK) pattern, as Indonesian sentences should
be; this will become a challenge for future research.
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